
WACA Fall Board Meeting September 22-23, 2018  
Location: The Davenport Grand, Spokane, WA 

Call to Order  
12:12PM 
 
Attendance 

Karin Blomquist, President 
President-Elect, Guy Simpson 
Past-President, Laurel Robillard 
Norm Sanford, Treasurer  
Tammy Caldwell, Program Coordinator 
Kristin Sprague, Communications Coordinator  
Ryan Healy, Technology Coordinator  
Kari Bradley, Secretary  
Jen Durham, Partner Coordinator  
Tim Turner, Adviser Certification Coordinator  
Jaime Johnson, Area1  
Michelle Munson, Area 2  
Caleb Knox, Area 3  
Becky Cruz, Area 4  
Stacia Hardie, Area 5  
Susie Bennett, Area 6  
Bryan Conrad, Area 7  
John Bittinger, Area 8  
Jen Nelson, Area 9 
Lana Yenne, Middle Level Representative  
Coley Veitenhans, High School Representative  

Agenda  

Team building activity and idea shared! 
Working lunch: trying the boxed lunches that we’d have on the last day of the conference. 
Norms established: Please include “reply requested” or “response needed” or “Info only” 
on an email to designate if you need a response or not. 
Board docs password: Circus19  
 
--Item ii under Treasurer’s Report changed from Budget 2016 to Budget 2019 
Motion by Michelle to approve the agenda 
Second by Caleb 
Motion Passes 

Post-Con 
Meeting 
Minutes 

Motion by Ryan to approve the Post-Conference Meeting Minutes 
Second by Jen 
Motion Passes 

Exec Meeting 
Minutes 

Motion by Ryan to approve the Executive Meeting Minutes 
Second by Tammy 
Motion Passes 

Reports 

Treasurer 
--Spending less money these days, only a little over $1,000 in the hole. 
--John: Venue rental fee over $11,000, but we received no deals/credits in 2018. Definitely 
tried to minimize surprises, so we’re surprised to see a number almost three times our 
budgeted amount. 
--Had an expensive first dinner, $2,500 over. But made up for it with other meals. Suggestion 
to pare breakfasts down, since Springhill Suites offers a solid continental breakfast. Tammy’s 
notes say to order breakfast for HALF our delegates that register. 
--Over-budgeted for food overall by around $4,000. 
--Snacks are a hit, even though expensive. J The better the food and the more that we 
provide, the more we keep delegates around. 
--Tammy has a live document with the numbers and is communicating with Three Rivers to 
get last year’s real numbers. 
--Barnes and Noble was a success, solid profit received from book fair. 
Motion by Tammy to approve the Treasurer’s Report 
Second by Becky 
Motion Passes 
 



Technology 
--Will let area reps know when payments are live on the website to report out. 
--Working on a smoother Adviser Certification application. 
--Healy will not seek re-appointment for Tech position. He will make himself available in the 
transition, but, it’s important to communicate the expectations of the job and they should 
be skilled with technology. 
--Will talk to Jen and Tammy during the meeting to make sure their Partner and Presenter 
applications and solid. 
--Susie: Are there more/different apps to utilize to engage delegates at the conference? 
There are many, but Healy cannot administer during the conference as he’s busy during 
sessions. Let him know if you have an idea and he can help coordinate. 
--Karin: Concern last year about the sound system/quality. Under control for this year? Yes, 
we’ll do what we can but that was their error. 
--Karin: Love the “Name That Tune” element from 2018, is that possible with video clips? 
--Sched app. was a hit, but we can do better! Will use it again this year. 
 
Communications 
--Looking at a monthly email using Mail Chimp. Trying to get our name out and make sure 
that people are hearing from us more frequently for consistent brand recognition. 
--Will work with Karin on postcard ideas, to go out next month. 
--Susie: How do we balance pacing of area rep emails with communications coordinator’s 
planned monthly emails? Decided that the quarterly area emails are different, and that 
communication won’t be too similar. 
 
Partners 
--Some may not be invited to come back if they weren’t cooperative and kind. 
--If you have new partner ideas, send to Jen. 
--Broke even between the registration costs for vendors and the fees assessed by the 
convention center. 
--Jen sends 250 invites and whoever responds is a vendor. 
 
Certification 
--66 certified advisers overall, after two years. 
--Has received 2 applications since our 2018 conference in March. One is a PDF of some 
other kind and the sender can’t be identified. 
--Application deadline is February 1st, but did get 10 applications that arrived after Feb. 1st 
and Tim still processed and certified. 
--Clock Hours: gave out about 300 clock hours. Area reps distribution worked well. Tim 
retaining all clock hours documentation from 2018 (and from here on out). 

Old Business 

Survey 
--130 respondents (typically a little higher) 
--Jen N: Can it be completed at our last area meeting? Guy: we don’t want the link 
conflicting with the elections link. Ryan: I can have two buttons so people can vote AND 
complete the survey in the last area meeting.  
--Meals: Boxed lunch not favored on the last day (3.41/5) Ryan: Why do we provide the 
boxed lunch? Tim: Is it part of meeting our food minimum? Norm: We have to spend 17k to 
get the discount. Jen: Last year spent 55k. Stacia: If there’s a meal on the 
registration/program, typically a delegate can’t get reimbursed with most districts (so if we 
leave it off, that helps delegates get reimbursed if/when they eat on the way home). 
Becky: Do we have an opportunity to provide water or something for the road with the NEXT 
year’s conference info on the label? (board seems to like this idea!) Tammy: If you cut the 
boxed lunch you don’t have to raise registration fees. Norm: If we cut out the boxed lunch 
and cut back on the breakfast we will save money. 
--Thursday lunch most popular meal. 
 
--Susie: page 9 comment in bold. (Comment is about how the conference seems to be 
more about the topics of true leadership/empowerment/culture in schools but the board 
still seems focused on event planning/poster making/etc.).  



Jen: If they want to see more of X, then they need to step it up and present and recruit. 
Tim: posters can help build the culture of your school! We’re already moving more toward 
being a school culture conference and not an activities conference.  
Jaime: Delegates aren’t always seeing the behind the scenes and don’t know that we are 
building a conference around character building.  
Kari: Nuts and bolts kinds of classes and materials will always have a place at WACA, 
especially for a new adviser. Don’t think we need to drastically modify our program.  
Ryan: I don’t know if lowering the fee gets more people to attend, but I do think there are 
people in schools that aren’t getting to the conference—that’s the conversation we should 
have.  
Jaime: The idea of branding and our three areas would be a good idea—a new logo that 
includes the three areas: personal growth, event planning, culture building.  
Becky: it’s about the type of people that we can get to share/present.  
John: TPEP criteria referenced for AWSL presentation, maybe we need that or something 
like that. Bringing TPEP into any conversation validates with admin.  
Jen: Turn attention to another area, like the fact that four delegates didn’t like speaker 
showcase, four would like a buddy system for new delegates, three don’t care for area 
meetings, etc.  
Caleb: If we’re going to invite more people to WACA, promoting the trio of areas (vision 
statement) might help bring in others who are focused on event planning.  
Stacia: We used to have deliberate strands for different types of roles in the buildings 
(coaches, cheerleading coaches, bookkeepers, class advisers, etc.). Having a purpose 
with those three tiers, and show how it applies to admin, teachers, counselors, etc. it’s more 
encompassing.  
Michelle: The cost can be prohibitive, but selling it as culture and climate will make it easier 
for admin to send people.  
Norm: One of the things you can do with Sched is create strands by who the audience is 
supposed to be, grade level, etc.  
Lana: Camp Columbia notebook has head, heart, hands designation for each activity, 
and it seems the WACA program could be designated the same kind of way.  
Kristin: If all that someone is seeing is amazing posters around the theme at the conference, 
then they’re not seeing the whole picture and we may want to point that out.  
John: Embrace the circle of 8/TPEP eval.  
Tammy: Sometimes we don’t explain our WHY, that might help delegates understand what 
we do some of the things we do.  
Coley: Conversation around the lack of equity comment. It was tough to get here before 
being a board member. Can we be more intentional about how we give away a 
registration, etc., to bring in other voices.  
Jaime: Might actually be the sub costs/sub availability affecting delegates.  
Becky: My first years at the conference I was overwhelmed by the fact that I couldn’t do a 
lot of what I was seeing at the conference due to close to 60% free/reduced lunch, etc.  
Michelle: with grants, people seek those out. Even partial grants might be an option.  
Karin: prize or recognition for area rep who grows their area by the biggest percentage? 
Could be presented at the conference?  
Kristin: Can the TPEP categories be a pull-down menu on Presenter Application?  
Caleb: Hesitates to promote certain sessions over others because that can be an unfair 
practice in itself. BUT, maybe look more purposefully at the area meeting at the program 
and just look at topics.  
Norm: If you can talk a new school into coming, both schools get a discount? A referral 
discount? 

Old Business –  
Exec meeting 
– Registration 
deadline 

Should we have a registration deadline? (We currently get about 30 delegates registering 
between March 1 and the conference.) Can we charge them a fee after March 1st but still 
allow them register? 
Tammy: Suggestion that delegates can’t get a hotel room until they have registered. 
John: If we say that March 1st is our deadline, should we just honor that deadline and say 
no? 
Norm: Those 30 people represent 10k. 



Susie: We don’t want to make a lot of extra work for Norm or technology. We don’t want to 
nickel and dime ourselves. Try for the hotel piece and see if it works. 
Motion by Tammy to not allow hotel registration until delegates have a code from the 
treasurer because they’ve registered for the conference. 
Second by Ryan. 
Motion passes. 

New Business  

Professional Development for Board 
--Michelle: There’s a big conference in Texas – Student Leadership/program opportunities 
(Bakovich and Character Strong are there this weekend) 
--Guy can decide where/if he wants to go for “professional development” (CADA/NAWD) 
CADA 2019: Feb 27-March 2 San Diego 
CADA 2020: March 4-March 7 Reno  
 
Delegate Recruitment 
--AWSL is a communication piece, but not only option to help recruit (and middle level 
doesn’t attend).  
Caleb: Emailed all secondary principals in area 3 and with a new vision statement we will 
appeal to more beyond the leadership teacher.  
Tammy: Letter to principal about WACA, explaining about the conference and maybe 
funding options. Go through AWSP.  
--Postcards to take to AWSL conference/interhigh meetings? 
--5 Middle Level Leadership conferences in October. Karin will get magnets to Susie and 
Bryan to share. 
--John would like a stash of the postcards for AWSL 2018. He’ll connect with Susan and Greg 
and do a presentation like he’s done in the past. 

New Business 
– Spokane as 
a future 
location 

The Grand & Centennial in Spokane 
--No decorations allowed on the walls. For a fee, they’ll provide easels (whiteboards), or 
pipe and drape. 
--Parking, food costs, rooms costs, we would be $85 dollars higher per delegate. $40 food 
per day, higher. The only talk of discount is that they charge $17 for parking per night and 
they’d lower to $12.  
Tammy: your room block is not large enough for the breakout spaces, so we’d be charged 
additional meeting space rental since we don’t block as many rooms. Room block would 
probably go down a little due to these large double KING rooms. Currently book about 250 
rooms in a block and The Grand expects closer to 400 rooms for the meeting space we 
require. Would have to add $75 dollars more to registration. Would incur cost for the extra 
meeting room space. $169 is the base rate per room per night without taxes or fees. They 
keep up with technology so it’s state-of-the-art and we’re not sure what the tech/IT fee is.  
Karin: we can’t come in and take over here. There could be 2.5 more conferences going 
on at the same time and they would farm out rooms so we’d share the space, overall. 716 
guest rooms—342 dbl king rooms, 940 parking spots. Mileage is in the middle of the road 
depending on where delegates are coming from. We definitely don’t fit in the Centennial.  
Spokane booked in 2021 through 2023.  
Bottom line, Karin: We enjoyed Spokane, we gave it a try, but Spokane is not feasible for us.  
John: Traditional to look at other locations during board meetings. Spokane has so much to 
offer, we would lose delegates during the conference. 
Jen D: Transparency = we should include this information in our area emails so they know 
that we did look and it’s not viable here. 

New Business 
2019 
Conference 

The Greatest Show on Earth! 
--More vintage circus theme so it doesn’t appear too young/cartoon-y. Won’t present 
animals as caged. 
--We put on a show, but there are many elements of a show! It might be chaos but comes 
out as a beautiful product. 
--Karin has backdrops, balloons, and other items she’s purchased to see if they’ll work for 
décor and giveaways. 
--Generous donation from Jostens Cashmere. Use toward grants for delegates (pay for 
subs) or if granted to a principal there are no subs associated with it. Assess who we want 
those grants to go toward. 



New Business 
2019 Program 

d. Schedule/Program 
PreCon 
ASB Law with Marty Fortin 
Character John/Houston 
Inclusion Scott Backovich 
New Adviser-y Susan/Joe/Greg/James 
Kim Karr #icanhelp  
 
Speaker Showcase 
Chris Fisher – David Mussey 
Erin Jones – presenting at AWSL 
Keith B Wheeler – Michelle contact 
 
--Patrick Green (Medal of Honor recipient in Cashmere, WA) can do something, Karin still 
may call on him if we find a place for him. 
--First night idea share needs tweaking. Will send to committee. 
--Meet the Pros still most successful at getting our delegation to stick around on Friday. 
--Tammy needs the program to be ready to go by Midwinter Break. That means start 
recruiting now, tell people to apply NOW. BYOsupplies: computer, Projector, speakers, 
power strip, etc. 
20 – tables at Meet the Pros (we need 40) 
30 – 50 minute session  
--4:10-5:00 Heavy Hitters Session – Had 6 this last year – Not as well attended as we would 
like. We’re getting to a place where we’ve seen them all? Staying the course with this sesh. 
 
e. Keynote Speakers 
Wednesday night – Chad Hymas (filling our buckets) 
Thursday morning – Matt Bellace (former comedian – will pick-up the mood!) Talks about 
living a drug-free life. Saw him at NAWD.  
 
f. Hotels 
Springhill Suites, Hilton Garden Inn, Red Lion all have blocks; same hotels and same sized 
blocks as 2018. Use comp. rooms for speakers, hall of fame, and social vendors. Hall of 
Fame guests usually stay at the Hilton. 
 
g. Conference Meals 
--Will tweak breakfast a bit: Will only order half the buffet breakfast that we typically do and 
take that data this year before making a bigger decision next year (like cutting breakfast or 
buying restaurant breakfast for Hilton Garden Inn delegates, etc.). 
--Instead of ice cream social, proposal to take dessert from dinner time that evening and 
apply it to the social. Make the social a little more purposeful: Lana will prep quiz-quiz-trade 
kind of ice breaker. 
 
h. Resource Table 
--B&N ready and just need specific date. We provide a list of some specific things that we 
want to be there.  
--T-shirts and hats would have to be separate and we can just sell them at our registration 
table. Currently have a lot of hats available, still. 
--Generally had a board member handy during sales times for B&N, which B&N liked. 
--Let John know titles and manipulatives. Send WACA staff recs/write-ups his way. 
--B&N would prefer to be IN the vendor area but was fine in the hall.  
--Susie: Suggestion to boost our social media signal and help promote the conference by 
having board members on Twitter tweet a rec before the conference.  
 
i. Elections 
--Guy: Simple fix to evenly distribute the number of appointments each year AND stagger 
the turnover with new appointments. This year Tech and Certification will be up for 
appointment, 2020 = Treasurer and Program, 2021 = Partner and Communications 



--This will extend Kristin’s current term to three years, as opposed to just completing the term 
that was supposed to expire this year. 
Motion by Tammy to approve proposal 1 for Elections Appointed Positions Realignment 
Second by Stacia. 
Motion passes  
--Technology and Certification are up for appointment this year, High School Rep and 
President-Elect are up for election, and odd numbered area’s reps are up for election. 
 
--Guy: Based on our Executive Board Meeting discussion, there’s a proposal to extend area 
representative terms to three years.  
Caleb: Running for reelection every other year is stressful. Three years feels like a reasonable 
length of time.  
Susie: Area rep is an effective entry point to the board. A two-year term is accurate and 
the job is not that complicated.  
Becky: Probably wouldn’t have run if it was a three-year term.  
Lana: We already struggle to get people to run for president, if we switch to three-year 
terms does that create fewer options each year over time to run for president? 
Stacia: My area is small. I know there’s been talk about combining areas 5 and 6. I step 
back because I want others to run and get involved. So you do it thinking it’s just for 2 years 
and there will be opportunities for others.  
Jaime: It’s a two-faceted issue because it’s about continuity and our “business” and about 
inclusivity and getting new people involved. If we really want more people on the board, 
maybe we need to think about another way besides area reps.  
Ryan: Challenges are huge areas. Maybe there’s an at-large rep and the delegation 
elects. We create some other entry point that is “board-light”. They don’t come to 
meetings but serve at the conference (maybe attend pre-conference meeting). 3-4 
people who aren’t as involved. Application and board would approve it.  
Jaime: Board-light would be a lesser time commitment.  
Caleb: East side and west side rep? Unique needs for each side of the state and that rep 
could be another voice to speak to that.  
John: Thinks of interns when you hear “board-light”. What John does would be a really 
great at-large position (area rep captain) and pick-up artist.  
Coley: I like at-large better than the intern. Least favorite part of the board life is the 
conference because you miss out on conference elements. So if you just had someone 
there for the conference that’s cutting out their learning element.  
Lana: we’re very busy during the conference so it could be difficult to guide an intern.  
Ryan: proposing we table the conversation to tomorrow to be voted on later.  
Tammy: suggestion to look more like an Electoral college and bigger areas get multiple 
reps. So bigger areas are a little smaller.  
Norm: Issue too complicated to make a decision today. 
Becky: talk to people back at home and in our areas. 

 

j. Hall of Fame 
--Area reps please include promo of Hall of Fame in communication, deadline Dec. 1st. 
--On the website including pic and blurb on the website to explain why someone was 
honored with Hall of Fame. Lana, Ryan, and Kristin will  
--Recognize a new and growing adviser with an award with Marty and Susan’s names to 
honor them. Doesn’t have to be an adviser (if it’s a motivational speaker, a former 
camper/student, etc.). Susie: If we have these three categories maybe they fit one or all 
three of those (personal growth, event planning, character building) 
Fortin Rising Star Award 
Fortin Person of Influence Award 
--Meri Benedict is trying to do something for Susan at AWSL. Send pics to John, who will get 
them in the right place. 

 

k. Giveaways 
--If getting sponsored or in-kind donations, will products be emblazoned with someone 
else’s brand? We do have a budget for giveaways, so we could have some items that are 
JUST WACA. Pop sockets suggestion. Caleb: sustainability a concern. Is this something that 
people will get used to and then succeeding presidents will struggle to provide donated 



items? Stacia: We discussed leadership resources going into the bags, how cool would it be 
to provide that? Susie: web looping with a lesson. Stacia: 
Tammy: We used to have a company put their name on the t-shirts but then we paid full 
price so it wasn’t a donation. 
Lana: Giveaways budget for large scale giveaways (not delegate bags) – follow-up is that 
we have some items in storage like books and manipulatives that we could include in ropes 
in a bucket 
Karin: Beef up the name tags where you can zip-in something behind the name tag. 

 

l. Board attire 
--Shirts: Karin leaning toward WACA and not theme-specific. Simple and straightforward 
more popular 
--Clown noses? Maybe use them as a decoration that delegates can take if they’d like 
--Animal shirts versus red nose 

Committees 

Committees 
--Decorations 
35 tables, Tammy will check 
Alcoves, create the circus train? Looking more at one school creating to create 
cohesiveness. Maybe using different “exhibit” logos for each alcove? 
 
--Social 
On a rotation with social vendors, but have an eastern WA connection that we’d like to 
utilize 
Thinking of separating dance floor versus games. Have the dance floor, medium risk room, 
and low risk room 
Bars out into the hall and lots of space for visiting… 
Might be able to partially close the door between Ballrooms D and B for dance floor (D) 
and games (B) and Cyber Café/Lobby for social and visiting. 
Moving dessert to the social hour 
 
--First Timers/Idea Share 
First Timers: missing and mingling and set-up a buddy system at the session. Way to easily 
identify like a name tag ribbon and/or different color lanyard. Want them to leave with a 
little goody bag of maybe school supplies or something useful (measuring tape, etc.?). 
Part of the Crew – New to the Crew  
Idea Share: More purposeful sharing by grouping with school size, grade levels, etc., Give 
sticky notes to each person at the table, everyone writes down their idea with name and 
school, and if there’s time after questions they can elaborate. But this way you have input 
from everyone AND they can take a pic before they move on so they gain lots of ideas! 
Jaime: great way to highlight website at the conference and share with delegation BEFORE 
the sharing at tables. And, if there’s a Google doc or social media or some kind of online 
resource let’s get electronic. Less rounds or rotations so there’s time for typing, that’s okay! 
 
--Purpose 
Purpose versus TPEP is kind of two different conversations, and TPEP is easier. Mission 
Statement in our constitution is different from what’s printed and on our website. Re-align in 
January for vote at the conference. Redoing the logo/REVISING the logo and taking off the 
written-out piece of our logo (like FFA, DECA, etc.). Include three components underneath. 
Culture building, Project management, Professional growth… people afraid of personal 
growth and falls under the professional growth umbrella. If a new adviser, these three core 
beliefs are clear-cut to the admin. In January, hashing out a sentence descriptor/broader 
definition for each of our core values. Rebranding! Norm: Logo is cool, but we need a one-
sentence statement like Just Do It, Bet You Can’t Eat Just One…  
John, Caleb, Jaime, Michelle, Guy, Ryan, Kari, Susie 
Phase 2, actually create that new mission statement. 
 
--Sched 
Kristin and Tammy are admins with the app now so they can help build the program online. 
As partners and delegates pay they will be added to the app. Kristin and Tammy will 



communicate more with the delegation about how to use the Sched Norm: You can 
update live (room changes, etc.), we can email every delegate on the app, and there is a 
feedback option and we have some feedback that’s different from our official survey… we 
don’t have to use the feedback though! 

WACA 2020 
Conference – 
Guy 

There will be a conference. J 50th year of WACA, vision for the main hall with use of all the 
past logos, etc. 
Not set on location, considering Tri Cities or Vancouver for 2020. 

Committees 
(Area Reps 
and Exec) 

Exec: 2020, 2021 location decisions. We don’t have a lot of options anymore, just Tri Cities 
and Vancouver. Concerns for Vancouver: internet/parking/hotel that’s not theirs. Decision 
should be made at the exec board meeting for three years out. After economy crash we 
had more flexibility to book late. Economy is better so we’ve got to get ahead. Every other 
year rotation of the two locations. Or two years at a time.  
Karin: recommends two-year rotations because of the second-year enduring information 
after one year in a location.  
Lana: Why not just the Tri Cities? Issues with Hall of Fame and guests parking and getting to 
the hotel in Vancouver.  
Ryan: Vancouver is terrible for tech. Not a 2020 solution, but let’s scout some of those I-5 
corridor locations like SeaTac, Tacoma, Bellevue, etc.  
Norm: For Vancouver, we would want to investigate more about the location and costs, 
but they’re willing to charge $6 for parking versus $18. Can find out if there’s more parking 
available before 2020. 
There was discussion around hosting at a location 2-years in a row, or bouncing between 
two venue sites. 
Lana: If we remain in a site that wants to work with us, we get better data and can 
understand our contracts better with some consistent choices and enduring knowledge. 
Norm: if we’re going to require the hotels this conference to use the confirmation code we 
need to communicate with them immediately. 
 
Area/grade level reps: John reported there is some common areas to address in their 
emails, as well as updating their advisor lists. After the board meeting they will all send out 
an initial email, and then again after the January meeting, as well as February. They will 
include Hall of Fame and Advisory Cert deadlines. Susie shared that there is a concern 
about numbers this year because of budget limitations from districts, since money could be 
tight. 
Susie asked about thought to adding Ellensburg to Area 6, based on sports leagues. The 
easy fix is when these delegates register they should add the zip code for the area meeting 
they want to attend. This needs to be revisited in January. Areas 2 & 3 are very large also. 
 
Karin says she will contact principals this year to invite to the conference. Her principal 
would also be interested in presenting around culture. 

Postcard Kristin (communications) will work with Karin (to align vision) and create a postcard to be 
mailed ASAP. Goal of October 1st crafting and production.  

Future 
Meetings 

January 19-20 Three Rivers 
--Need a Friday night the 18th room? Let Karin know ASAP. John offered his house for 
people to stay Friday night.   
--Start time noon on the 19th lunch provided. Rather than Twigs we're going to go to Texas 
Roadhouse. Will come back to work after dinner so we can leave at a decent time Sun. 
--We will be done at 11 on Sunday. 
 
March 13-15, 2019 Tri Cities 
Noon on Tuesday the 12th meeting start time. 

Adjournment 
Motion by Lana to approve deferring 2018 registration for Marysville Middle School to the 
2019 conference. 
Second by Ryan  
Motion passes 

 


